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Ancient jungles host rare animals, headhunting remnants and grassroots conservation 
programs on tropical Tetepare Island, a true lost world of the South Pacific. 

The last
 wild island

Words by Kate Hennessy   
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Fortune Forest IS emblAzoned Along The  
SIde oF A loggIng ShIP hulkIng juST oFF The 
coAST oF RendovA ISlAnd. heAvy mAchIneRy 
SPRouTS FRom ITS hull And dwARFS A dImInuTIve 

boAT ThAT PASSeS by cARRyIng vISIToRS – SoAked In 
wARm SeA SPRAy – To neIghbouRIng TeTePARe ISlAnd. 
boTh ISlAndS ARe locATed In The weSTeRn PRovInce 
oF The Solomon ISlAndS, A melAneSIAn ARchIPelAgo 
FIve degReeS SouTh oF The equAToR.

Sadly, ‘Fortune Forest’ is an apt summary of the region’s recent 
history. For around 30 years, logging companies have profited by 
felling the Solomons’ most abundant natural resource – tropical 
rainforests – making timber the country’s primary revenue source. 

yet Tetepare Island is tracking a radically different path  
to other Solomon Islands and, in doing so, has become  
eco tourism incarnate. It’s not merely that there’s no logging 
on Tetepare (and never has been). There are no cars, roads, 
electricity or barely even any walking trails to blemish its 
wilderness. And the human population? zero. Tetepare is  
the largest uninhabited island in the South Pacific. >>
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Tetepare twists and turns

In the 1860s, Tetepare inhabitants took a 
drastic step: they abandoned their island 
home. no one knows for sure what caused 
this mass exodus but archaeologists and 
descendants of the original islanders 
believe headhunting and diseases 
introduced by whaling ships were factors. 
In the early- to mid-1900s the british ran 
a coconut plantation but none of the 
indigenous population returned to settle. 

In the 1990s, a group of descendants 
of the original islanders decided to sell 
the logging rights to Tetepare but were 
challenged by other descendants inclined 
to preserve the island. Fortunately, the 
conservationists gained critical mass and 
the Tetepare descendants Association 
(TdA) was born. The TdA began to 
locate the Tetepare diaspora, by then 
scattered across the archipelago. These 
descendants now own and exclusively 
manage Tetepare, set aside in 2002  
purely for conservation. 

Several rare animal species live here, 
such as the Tetepare white-eye bird, found 
nowhere else in the world, and horseshoe 
bats. Scientists are still discovering new 
species. The island also holds darkly 
fascinating archaeological sites such as 
burial shrines and abandoned villages. 

Rangers patrol the 13 km-long marine 
Protected Area to enforce the ‘no-take’ 
policy throughout Tetepare’s reefs, 
lagoons and coastal waters. with  
nothing but natural predators, the fish 
grow huge, visible to the naked eye as 
they dart about in the clear, blue water. 

when off duty, TdA employees  
return to their villages on Rendova  
Island, leaving guests (maximum 13 at  
any one time) with little human contact.  
A fact that feels all the more intense  
when the buff-headed coucal (a cuckoo) 
emits its hoarse, bloodthirsty shriek from 
some unknown perch in the canopy…

Jungle, just jungle

on approach by boat, Tetepare  
resembles an archetypical lost world. 
barring the sago palm thatched huts, 
there’s no development across all  
120 square kilometres of the island. 
Instead, immeasurably dense rainforest 
prevails: giant taro, banyan trees and 
medicinal plants. “It looks like something 
from King Kong,” my companion marvels, 
peering bug-eyed into the rainforest,  
thick with entangled vines. 

The TdA boat skids up to improvised 
beach moorings around the island’s 
ragged circumference – the only other 
mode of transport is on foot. Reef sharks, 
dolphins and a wonderful diversity of fish 
swim in these waters, as well as dugongs, 
which feed on the seagrass meadows 
fringing Tetepare. I see a dugong the first 
time I go snorkelling: it undulates by with 
more grace than I had imagined possible 
from such an awkward-looking creature. 

Picking our way through gnarled 
rainforest to crocodile lake one day, 
where saltwater crocs lurk by day before 
feeding at the river mouth by night, we 
hear wings whooshing so loudly above 
that we duck, expecting a pterodactyl 
perhaps, but greeted instead with a 
glimpse of the goofy-looking blyth’s 
hornbill, another rare species. 

Wild night life

A torchlit night walk is an unmissable 
activity. but critter-phobes beware: simply 
everything crawls, scurries, skitters or 
unfurls. Failing that, it glows. There’s 
luminescent lichen, phosphorescent bugs, 
fireflies and even glowing mushrooms 
bulging from the moist forest floor. 

TdA guides accompany all activities 
on Tetepare. For the most part they are 
shy, stoic men who go barefoot on terrain 
including razor-sharp coral (a no-no for 

tender-footed visitors!). The guides are 
knowledgeable when prompted; it’s good 
to be armed with questions. Their skill is in 
action not words, as when they peel off into 
the night and return clutching a sleeping 
snake, a land crab, or most impressive of  
all, a coconut crab (Birgus latro). 

Resembling the spider monster ‘Shelob’ 
from the Lord of the rings, the coconut 
or robber crab is the world’s largest land-
living arthropod (a grouping that includes 
insects, spiders and crustaceans). our 
torch beams quiver as an 85-year-old crab 
breaks a stick with pincers accustomed to 
cracking open coconut shells (its favourite 

feast). Regrettably a delicacy, the coconut 
crab is extinct in many regions due to 
poaching but is protected on Tetepare. 

More nocturnal thrills

Three species of marine turtles – the 
critically endangered leatherback and 
hawksbill turtles, and the endangered 
green turtle – nest on Tetepare’s volcanic 
black sand beaches. The island’s flagship 
conservation activity is a leatherback 

breeding program. The species is close 
to extinction due to egg harvesting, 
hunting, marine pollution, climate change 
and accidental deaths from commercial 

         three species of marine turtles nest on 
tetepare’s volcanic black sand beaches.     
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Insets, clockwise from above: rangers measure 
the mother leatherhead; a green turtle returns to 
the water; relocated leatherback nests protected 

by metal grills. Left, from top: two of the amazing 
creatures spotted during a guided night walk 

– a sleeping snake and a coconut crab; a ranger 
shows one of the medicinal plants in the jungle. 
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From top: guided jungle walk; the path to  
the Ecolodge; banyan tree roots; the waters  
off Tetepare, filled with an extraordinary array  
of marine creatures, are ideal for snorkelling. 
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FAcT FIle
How to get tHere: Fly direct to 

Honiara from Brisbane with Pacific Blue 
(www.flypacificblue.com) or solomon  
airlines (www.solomonairlines.com.au).  
From Honiara, book a domestic flight  
to Munda through solomon airlines.  
Book accommodation and the two-hour 
boat transfer (aUd$150 one way) to 
tetepare island ecolodge through the  
tda: teteparebookings@gmail.com.
 

wHen to go/weatHer:  
the solomons are hot and humid  
year-round but the rainforest keeps 
tetepare a few degrees cooler. the  
seas are calmer from september to  
May, which encompasses the  
leatherback turtle nesting season.

wHere to stay: the solar-powered 
tda ecolodge bungalows are the only 
accommodation on the island. the 
aUd$54 per night, per person tariff 
(aUd$57 peak season) includes all meals 
and a tour guide. Using local organic 
vegetables and fresh seafood, cooks 
produce local delicacies. 

logistics: australians don’t need 
a visa for the solomon islands. one 
australian dollar equals around eight 
solomon dollars. there’s a bank and an 
atM in Munda, but withdraw or exchange 
money in Honiara in case it’s out of order. 

iMPortant to note: check with 
your doctor about antimalarial medication 
and bring a mosquito net and repellent. 
a good torch, sunscreen, hiking shoes, 
swimmers plus boardshorts (out of 
respect for local sensibilities) and thongs 
are essential; a solomon island Pijin 
phrasebook will help. any plastic left  
on the island is burnt so carry yours out. 

More inFo: www.tetepare.org 
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fishing. In the nesting and hatching season  
(September to April), TdA rangers tag 
nesting females, protect and relocate 
nests and collect data on how many eggs 
have hatched successfully. guests can 
camp rough on queru beach and wait 
to be roused to watch the leatherback 
hatchlings erupt through the sand and 
totter towards the water. 

we, however, enjoy a different sight at 
1.45 am when a pregnant mother hauls 
herself from the waves to nest. TdA 
rangers have astonishing eyesight in the 
dark and they quietly surround the mother 
before we see a thing. She’s big – around 
300 kilos – with a docile, prehistoric face. 
watching her rhythmically flick sand aside 
as she digs a pit for her eggs is both 
fascinating and strangely tranquillising. 

with so few leatherbacks left, every 
hatchling is precious. As fast as her eggs 
are dropped, rangers scoop them up to 
relocate them safely. eggs are under threat 
from tides, plant roots, monitor lizards 
and poachers. once hatched, babies are 
threatened by eagles, crocodiles and 
heavy waves as they approach the water. 
once in the sea, sharks, trevally fish, 
barracuda, fishing boats and nets join  
the formidable list of hazards. 

For a quicker fix of turtle conservation, 
join a turtle ‘rodeo’ early one morning. 
It’s hard not to squeal as the boat zooms 
around in hot pursuit of amazingly deft 
green turtles that hook right and left. 
young rangers dive after them and usually 
emerge grinning, clutching a turtle. we 
help tag the animals on the beach and 
smile into the sun as they waddle back 
towards the sea. It’s nice to know that here 
on Tetepare they, like all the other wildlife 
and plant life, are safe from human harm. 

         with 
so few 

leatherbacks 
left, every 

hatchling is 
precious.
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From top: rangers collect the eggs of this 
endangered species as soon as they are laid.  

They’re incubated away from the threats of 
tides, poachers, monitor lizards and tree  

roots; a ‘turtle rodeo rider’ emerges victorious 
with a green turtle to tag and then release.


